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Adopting the Internet of Things (IoT), which can be defined as a set of devices and 
nodes connected together and independently able to monitor, exchange data or in-
teract with the surrounding environment, can positively impact economic productiv-
ity in both public and private sectors. Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN), a set 
of wireless wide area network technologies that interconnect low-bandwidth, mostly 
battery-powered devices with low bit rates over long ranges can enable IoT. This report 
surveys on key LPWAN technologies, examines capabilities and challenges related to 
interoperability, and proposes solutions to drive LPWAN.
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The Internet of Things (IoT) allows computing devices and machines to share data directly 
without human interaction. It boosts productivity – via speed, accuracy, and system integration 
– across a wide range of applications. Developments in embedded systems, real-time analytics, 
data collection and computing power are driving exponential growth in IoT, and transforming 
consumer, commercial, industrial, and infrastructure spheres.

Governments are rightly taking an interest in the evolution and potential of IoT. Public sector 
main uses include monitoring and controlling the operations of key infrastructure elements, 
from energy and water treatment to rail transit and healthcare. IoT is increasingly driving the 
effective management of cities, underpinning “smart city” development. Its growing list of mil-
itary applications is propelling IoT to the top of national security agendas. In the private sector, 
the role of IoT in driving business efficiencies makes it important to national competitiveness 
and relative GDP growth. Finally, serious concerns around privacy, security and ethical usage 
mean that national governments should be active participants in determining how IoT devel-
ops in their respective countries. 

In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), Communications and Information Technology Commis-
sion (CITC) has worked on assessing the potential growth of IoT industry in KSA and the eco-
nomic potential of IoT interoperability in the country, and on how to best move forward in this 
critical area. Findings of CITC are presented in a series of reports as follows:

In this report, “IoT LPWAN Overview and Strategic Perspective”, we focus on strategic deci-
sions around IoT-enabling LPWAN technologies, compare key technology options, examine 
capabilities and challenges related to interoperability, and offer insights to move forward with 
LPWAN.

1. Introduction

IoT Demand in Saudi 
Arabia1 2 3LPWAN Overview 

and Strategic 
Perspective

Overview of the IoT 
Global Regulatory 
Practices
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LPWAN OVERVIEW
2
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LPWAN is a collection of wireless wide area network technologies that interconnect low-band-
width, battery-powered devices with low bit rates over long ranges. These technologies can 
use licensed (“cellular”) or unlicensed (“non-cellular”) frequencies and include proprietary or 
open standard options.

LPWAN supports IoT use cases with low power and wide range requirements, at a low cost, 
especially for technologies that operate over unlicensed spectrum. Its low power feature is a 
function of lower data transmission rates, optimized technology for efficient power consump-
tion, and a sleep mode with reduced current when it is not operating. It is usually not compati-
ble with high bandwidth IoT use cases such as high-resolution security and augmented reality. 
With a range that spans 5 to 20 km, LPWAN is suitable for both urban and rural IoT applica-
tions. Its deployment on a dense network can support data communication in underground 
and remote locations. 

LPWAN maintains a low cost through reliance on inexpensive and durable batteries provid-
ing (up to 10 years of battery life) and simplified protocols to reduce device complexity. Star 
topologies with fewer gateways that have long-range communications capabilities lower the 
infrastructure costs.

Of importance to KSA, LPWAN offers the most appropriate solution for the Kingdom’s highest 
priority IoT use cases, which are summarized in Figure 1.

2. LPWAN Overview

2.1. What is LPWAN 
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Figure 1: Applicability of LPWAN to KSA use case priorities*.

1. Point of sale (POS) terminal.
2. LTE-M could be used If the type of data to be transmitted is simple, such as low-resolution images.
3. Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR).

* Source: GSMA, OVUM, Forrester and team analysis.

LPWAN can be deployed on the licensed spectrum using two different cellular IoT technolo-
gies:  LTE-M and NB-IoT.  It can also run through proprietary technologies in the unlicensed 
spectrum; mainly through SigFox and LoRa. In this section, we provide a more structured com-
parison.

Cellular LPWAN technologies share a common and evolving foundation. Commonalities in-
clude single Rx, half-duplex, PSM, eDRx, and overhead optimization (3GPP release 13), multi-
cast, device positioning and higher data rate (release 14), energy reduction ratio (release 15), and 
early data transmission (release 15). But LTE-M and NB-IoT also present nuances in terms of 
coverage, compatibility, and device specifications. Distinctions between the two cellular tech-
nologies and their optimal use cases are summarized in Table 1 and detailed in Appendix A.

LPWAN can also run via proprietary technologies in the unlicensed spectrum. Table 2 summa-
rizes the dominant SigFox and LoRa technologies.

2.2. Cellular vs Non-Cellular LPWAN 

CAT-M1  (LTE-M) CAT-NB1 (NB-IoT)

Characteristics

• Voice and data support (VoLTE)
• Higher data throughput and higher speed
• Real-time data communication
• High reliability and low latency
• Better for critical IoT use-cases

• Data only support
• Lower data throughput with 

extended range
• 2G migration
• Batch data communication
• Less overall power require-

ments
• Better for massive IoT-use 

cases

Optimal use cases

• Connected health care
• VoLTE (e.g., emergency response)
• Energy management
• Wearables

• City infrastructure
• Utility metering
• Environment monitoring
• Smart building

Table 1: Summarizing LTE-M and NB-IoT cellular technologies.

Power Range LPWAN

Smart city - Smart parking
Smart utilities - Smart lighting
Smart utilities - Smart waste management
Smart utilities – Smart water meters
Smart utilities – Smart electric meters
Home automation -Smart alarms
Home automation – Smart appliances
Manufacturing - Connected manufacturing
Manufacturing - Asset monitoring
Logistics - Goods tracking
Automotive - National fleet management
Automotive – Private fleet management
Remote healthcare
Urban and infrastructure security
Financial services POS1 terminals
Drone surveillance2

Robot full partial automation
AR/VR - gaming3 

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
High

Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide١

Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide
Wide
Short
Wide
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SigFox LoRa

Description

• Disruptive technology with a global 
network covering (1Bn+ inhabitants)

• SigFox is an ultra-narrowband tech-
nology (UNB) using BPSK (binary 
phase-shift keying)

• Slow modulation LPWAN technolo-
gy to achieve longer range

• Open-standard governed by the 
LoRa Alliance

• LoRa is a spread-spectrum (SS) 
technology with a wider band

• Bidirectional command and con-
trol functionality due to symmet-
ric link 

Pros
• Deployment with significant traction
• Power efficient: no Rx circuitry 
• Low levels of RF interference

• Flexible packet size and radio pa-
rameters defined by user

• Large influential members of 
alliance

Cons
• Limited payload
• Limited radio parameters

• High error rates due to difficulty 
of validation and acknowledge-
ment (ALOHA type protocols)

• Multiple network implementation 
creates conflict on spectrum and 
heterogeneity in API to OSS/BSS

Usage examples

• Applications where system needs 
small infrequent bursts of data, and 
unsurpassed resistance to jamming

• Possible use cases: smart parking 
management, smart waste manage-
ment, home/office intrusion, stolen 
vehicles recovery

• Single-building applications and 
applications where bi-directional-
ity is needed (command & control)

• Possible use cases: smart meter-
ing (water and electricity), smart 
agriculture, etc. 

Table 2: Summarizing SigFox and LoRa non-cellular technologies.
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TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
AND COMPARISON

3
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1. Latency. Time delay in data communication between the IoT end-device, causing a change 
in a system state and its reception by the application, e.g., Latency of 1 sec.

2. Maximum data rates. Maximum speed of data transfer supported by each LPWAN technol-
ogy between IoT system elements, measured in bits per second (bps).

3. Authentication & encryption. Translation of data into another form, or code, to avoid cyber-
security attacks and ensure overall system security, (e.g., 256 bits encryption).

4. Jamming resistance. Ability to resist radio signals blocking and interferences that could po-
tentially override network frequencies and disrupt communication within the IoT system.

5. Maximum urban range. Distance from base station where IoT network coverage is ensured 
and communication is still attained, in an urban setting with high density of human struc-
tures, (e.g., houses, commercial buildings, roads).

6. Maximum rural range. Distance from base station where IoT network coverage is ensured 
and communication is still attained, in a rural setting far from the city, with relatively less 
density of human structures and more open spaces.

7. Base handover. Seamless passage between base stations, (i.e., transfer from one base sta-
tion to another without network session disconnection).

8. Scalability. Ability of the network to scale and adapt for future growth to meet potential de-
mand, and ability of the technology to cope with an increasing load of connected devices.

9. Module price. Affordability of LPWAN compatible devices based on end-module prices.

10. Deployment cost. Cost of deploying selected LPWAN technology based on network com-
plexity and spectrum requirements.

11. Quality of service. Measurement of overall network performance, specifically in managing 
data traffic to reduce packet loss, latency, and jitter.

12. Battery life. Length of battery performance and longevity of compatible modules, usually 
quantified in years, (e.g., up to 5 years).

13. Real-life performance. Practical performance of the LPWAN technology in real life, meas-
uring how each technology compares to its promised features and specifications.

We compare cellular and non-cellular LPWAN technologies along 13 dimensions of perfor-
mance and cost:

Non-cellular and cellular IoT technologies present differentiated characteristics for each di-
mension, as summarized in Figure 2.

3. Technology Assessment and Comparison
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Figure 2: Comparison of cellular and non-cellular IoT technologies on key performance and cost dimensions.

Mobility. High scalability and seamless handover help cellular technologies sup-
port smart mobility use cases. 

Range. High rural range make some unlicensed spectrum technologies such as 
LoRa and SigFox very relevant for IoT agriculture use cases.

Battery life. Cheap and long battery life make unlicensed spectrum technologies 
very attractive for non-critical use cases focusing on cost efficiency and durabil-
ity, e.g., smart environmental monitoring.

3.1. Performance Analysis

Speed. Fast latency and high maximum data output make cellular IoT technology 
critical for sensitive use cases requiring important information to be sent quickly, 
e.g., national fleet management. While usually IoT on unlicensed spectrum pre-
sents a higher latency than cellular IoT, LoRa latency depends on device classes. 
With Class 3 LoRa devices, it can potentially reach latency times comparable to 
NB-IoT. 

Slow: >100s 

Low data throughput: Up to 50kbs

Weak security features

Strong anti-jamming 

High: Up to 10km

High: Up to 50km

Limited handover

Moderately scalable: Up to 50K end devices per cell

Very long: Up to 20 years

Below average: Not as secure as described, 
with battery & long range, it is hard to reach in practice

Cheap: Deployment with modules below $10

Low: Based in private network QoS

Fast: 10ms – 10s

High data throughput: Up to 1Mbs

Secure features: Leveraging LTE encryption 

Limited anti-jamming

Medium: Up to 5km

Medium: Up to 15km

Handover possible (with LTE-M)

Highly scalable: Up to 100K end devices per cell

Long: Up to 10 years

Expensive: Deployment with modules up to $20

High: Leveraging cellular network QoS

Average: Performance depends on actual
deployment (deep indoors, cell edge impact, etc.)

Non-cellular IoT – Unlicensed spectrum Cellular IoT – Licensed spectrum

Deployment cost

Quality of service

Battery life

Real-life performance

Latency

Authentication & encryption

Jamming resistance

Maximum urban range

Maximum rural range

Base handover

Scalability

Modules price

Maximum data rates

Moderate to low: Optimized Deployment cost structure, 
less than $5K per base station, no spectrum cost

Moderate: Leveraging existing LTE infrastructure, less than  
$15K per base station, subsidized by RAN providers for existing network  
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Security is a central IoT concern. All IoT applications present cybersecurity threats, with no sin-
gle technology mitigating all the risks. The choice of technology depends on use cases and the 
highest priority risks to be managed. Stronger IoT cybersecurity features typically come with a 
higher price and more processing power requirements. Criticality and sensitivity of both data 
and the use case dictate the cybersecurity level required and determine the allowable trade-
off between price and security. For example, use cases with payments and metering require a 
higher level of security, while smart agriculture can compromise some security for a lower price 
and a larger scale.

As deployment of non-cellular IoT technologies has accelerated in recent years, significant 
cybersecurity risks have emerged, raising concerns for use cases involving critical and sensi-
tive data. While offering some encryption features, these technologies are more vulnerable to 
threats related to traffic interference and encryption keys (details are provided in Appendix B). 
Authentication and encryption, as well as excellent service quality make cellular LPWAN tech-
nology ideal for sensitive use cases in which critical data is being communicated.

However, while LTE-M showes better jamming immunity than NB-IoT, SigFox and LoRa prove 
to be more robust in this area. Their strong anti-jamming properties, especially for SigFox, 
makes IoT on unlicensed spectrum a suitable option to complement cellular IoT for use-cases 
requiring high security (e.g., smart alarms on cellular IoT with SigFox as back-up).

3.2. Security Analysis
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We approach cost estimation from two angles, namely, total cost of deployment and total cost 
of ownership (detailed analysis is provided in Appendix C).

Total cost of deployment. From the network operator perspective, deployment costs include 
capital investments such as new sites for base stations and Radio Access Network (RAN) equip-
ment, as well as operational costs related to network maintenance, etc. Figure 3 summarizes 
deployment costs including both Capital Expenditure (CaPEX) and Operational Expenditure 
(OPEX).

Hardware & 
RAN BS 
equipment

Network 
management 
and storage

Software 
upgrade and 
configuration Operations 

and mainte-
nance

Transmission 
equipment 
installation

Transmission 
costs

Core net-
work set-up

Electricity 
costsNew sites

Base station equipment 
and necessary cost for 
radio access 

Network management 
including: storage, 
scheduled hardware and 
software updates, etc.

Software installation 
and upgrades (upgrade 
of eNodeB in case of 
LTE) & configuration of 
installed equipment

Ad-hoc and scheduling 
MRO costs

Equipment specific to 
signal transmission: 
multiplexers and base 
transceivers

Point to point transmis-
sion of signals running 
costsInterconnection costs to 

core network

Utilities and electric 
power consumption 
to operationalize base 
station

Cost of geographical 
sites for construction of 
base stations

Total cost of ownership. The total cost of ownership (TCO) includes module cost, configuration, 
connectivity subscriptions, etc. In other words, everything needed to ensure that the end-user 
has an operational and effective smart solution. As with deployment costs, ownership costs 
encompass both CAPEX and OPEX, as summarized in Figure 4.

3.3. Cost Analysis

Figure 3: IoT deployment cost components.

A. CAPEX B. OPEX
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Use case specificity. IoT deployments are sometimes tailored to specific use 
cases and can be sold to end-users as “off the shelf” products, with designed 
discounted packages.

Length of contract and scale. Significant cost reductions and discounts are 
available for projects with very large scale and longer commitment time frames.

Geography. Costs differ from one location to another, depending on complexity 
of network management and service availability. 

Data requirements. Pricing of IoT connectivity, IoT platform and analytics, and 
other components of the TCO depend on the monthly cumulative data allow-
ance tailored to each use case, as well as the data rates they require. 

Overall, our analysis finds that cellular technology options are more costly than non-cellular, 
for both the total cost of ownership as well as the cost of deployment.

Estimating the total cost of ownership for IoT technologies is a complex process depending on 
multiple factors, including:

Figure 4: IoT ownership cost components.

System 
integration 
service fees

Miscellaneous 
& admin

Things 
activation and 

unlock

IoT platform 
and analytics

Things 
(modules)

 costs

Cybersecurity
costs

Operations and 
maintenance

Connectivity 
costs

CAPEX

OPEX

A

B
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Non-cellular LPWAN technologies using the unlicensed spectrum are better for massive use 
cases requiring cost-efficiency, in rural settings, with low data throughput, and low transmis-
sion speed and cybersecurity requirements. Ideal use cases for non-cellular IoT include:

In contrast, cellular LPWAN solutions utilizing the licensed spectrum are better for more sensitive use 
cases, in urban settings, with more data throughput, and high transmission speed and cybersecurity 
requirements. Typical use case examples for cellular IoT include:

3.4. Section Summary 

Smart agriculture  

requires low cost and long 
battery life; many farms 
don’t have LTE coverage.

Remote healthcare 
monitoring
requires real time data 
communication with very 
low latency. 

Smart lighting 

large scale use cases with 
rural coverage.

Smart metering
sensitive data with 
nationwide deployment 
and high complexity. 

Smart parking 
management 
slow changes in data, and 
signaling is limited to few 
messages per day.

Urban security
highly sensitive use case 
with strict cybersecurity 
requirements.
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 TECHNICAL INTEROPERABILITY
3
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Technical interoperability is relatively easy for non-cellular LPWAN solutions. Both SigFox and 
LoRa support technical interoperability within their respective technologies.

SigFox has created a unique global network (cloud-based Operations Support System/Busi-
ness Support System (OSS/BSS) owned and operated by SigFox) with one provider per country 
investing in the network and national coverage obligations. As well as owning the infrastruc-
ture and technology, SigFox usually deploys the network, with end-users paying a subscrip-
tion fee. The technology connects all base stations to a single cloud, and all SigFox compatible 
modules are connected to the one national network. This allows seamless connectivity and 
transferability. Notably, the entire Europe, Middle East, Africa (EMEA) region operates on a sin-
gle frequency.

With LoRa, multiple providers per country run private networks with limited geographical are-
as. LoRa defines three classes of module, dictating specifications to facilitate interoperability 
among those of the same class and frequency:

Transferability within LoRa networks is possible when operating within the same class, as well 
as within the same frequency.

For cellular LPWAN solutions, technical interoperability is more challenging and complex. 
Globally, telecom players have announced live deployment of NB-IoT and LTE-M technologies, 
as summarized in Figure 5. From our recent survey, we found that 97 telecom operators in 51 
countries offer cellular LPWAN service on different bands.

4. Technical Interoperability

Class C
Able to continuously listen for 
new incoming messages without 
entering sleep state. Also some-
times referred to as class 3.

Class B
Able to listen for incoming mes-
sages following pre-determined 
intervals before returning to 
sleep state. 

Class A
Able to receive a message dur-
ing a small window after it has 
sent an uplink message and then 
returns to a low power sleep 
state. 

Figure 5: Global deployment of cellular NB-IoT and LTE-M technologies (as of 2019)*.

3GPP has defined dedicated frequency bands for LTE-M & NB-IoT technologies, and MNOs 
around the world have already deployed cellular IoT on more than 60% of these frequencies. 

Deployment Deployment Deployment

NB-IoT & LTE-M

1
NB-IoT only

2
LTE-M only

3

~20 ~46 ~8~23 ~64 ~10
Countries
 covered

Countries
 covered

Countries
 covered

network 
operators

network 
operators

network 
operators

* Source: GSMA, Ovum Report as of October 2019.
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Figure 6: Global distribution by frequency of global IoT live deployments*.

Live deployments of cellular IoT around the world are diverse, relying heavily on sub-1GHz 
bands, with B20 (800 MHz) accounting for the largest share. Approximately 20% of MNOs use 
a multi band deployment with a higher band (e.g., 1800 MHz).

As the number of compatible frequency bands rises, the cost of IoT modules increase as well, 
as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, in order to ensure technical interoperability without increasing 
the cost of deployment; a limited set of frequencies would be recommended to focus on.

0
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40

1800900450 1500700 800 850 1700 1900 2100 2300 2500 2600

!NB-IoT live deployments !LTE-M live deployments

Based on 113 cellular IoT deployments for 
60 MNOs

Frequency

Figure 7: Price of IoT modules increases with the number of frequency band*.

Number of compatible frequency bands

Price of module ($)

4-5 
Compatible 

frequency bands

6-9 
Compatible 

frequency bands

10+
Compatible frequency 

bands

5 9

$9

$11

$13

Illustrative based on Quectel**

* Source: GSMA reports and OVUM report.
** Source: www.quectel.com., and team analysis.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
5
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Based on our analysis, and in order to maintain interoperability without driving costs, the rec-
ommended frequency bands to be supported by NB-IoT and LTE-M devices are B3 (1800 MHz) 
/B8 (900 MHz)/B20 (800 MHz)/B28 (700 MHz), as well as B71 (600 MHz) after it is awarded. Fur-
thermore, alignment with regional regulators on common frequency bands is critical to drive 
the ecosystem and enable regional roaming in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and Middle 
East and North Africa (MENA) regions.

While IoT standardization, especially on the communication technologies layer will enable in-
teroperability and user transferability, CITC would also work in collaboration with other key 
governmental stakeholders on pushing the agenda of other IoT complementary initiatives to 
fully unlock the potential of the IoT sector. In particular, guidelines for the use of communica-
tion technologies for sensitive IoT use cases would be provided.

5. Concluding Remarks
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A. Comparison of Cellular Technologies LTE-M and NB-IoT

Table A1: Cellular IoT technologies technical specification*.

Table A2: Cellular IoT technologies coverage, compatibility, and device specification*.

llustration A1: 3GPP roadmap.

1. Based on Release-13, Release 14 provides additional enhancements.
2. Full duplex mode, ~300kbps in half duplex mode.
3. Integrated PA (power amplifier) possible.
4. Battery life and cost of module are averages; vary significantly by use-case.

Peak data rate

Bandwidth

Rx antenna

Duplex Mode

Mobility

Voice

Transmit power

Deployment

Up to 1Mbps2

1.4 Mhz

Single Rx

Full or half duplex FDD/TDD

Limited-to-full-mobility

VoLTE

23,20 dBm3

In-band

<100kbs

200 kHz

Single Rx

Half duplex FDD

Cell reselection only

No voice support

23,20 dBm3

Standalone, in-band, guard band

Common specs

LTE-M1 
For the broadest range of 
low-complexity IoT use cases

NB-IoT1 
For delay-tolerant, ultra-low 
complexity IoT use cases

Licensing requirements High Medium

Base station handover Yes No

Ease of upgrade on LTE High Di�cult– requires patches/updates

Device availability ~130 recognized devices ~140 recognized devices

Risk of interference Low High

Device complexity Medium Low

Battery life4 ~Up to 10 years ~Up to 10 years

Cost of module4 ~$7.5 to $15 $5 to $10

LTE-M1 
For the broadest range of 
low-complexity IoT use cases

NB-IoT1 
For delay-tolerant, ultra-low 
complexity IoT use cases

* Sources: GSMA, 3GPP and IoT For all.
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B. Deep Dive: Non-Cellular Cyber Security Threats

Illustration B1: Non-cellular and cellular IoT encryption features.

Illustration B2: LPWAN cybersecurity risks*.

Illustration B3: LoRa cybersecurity risk*.

Illustration B4: SigFox cybersecurityrisk*.

Since there is a finite number of 
possible data structures, and giv-
en the small size of the payload 
in unlicensed LP-WAN, cyber-
security attacks can analyze the 
bytes transmission and interfere 
messages

Cybersecurity attacker can get 
access to a node, a gateway, or a 
server, and if strong hardware se-
curity policies are not used, the 
whole IoT device or even the net-
work must can be compromised. 
Ensuring the device has device 
tags removed and factory defaults 
changed will reduce physical com-
promise

While SigFox (100Hz), & LoRa 
(125Khz) operate with relatively 
narrow bandwidth and present 
anti-jamming properties, jam-
ming threats are always likely if 
done on high power and next to 
the end node. Jamming threats 
are usually easy to detect by net-
work administrator to take action

Another aspect to take into ac-
count is the size of the security 
keys and their crypto period, and 
more importantly, how the encryp-
tion is being implements in each 
technology. LoRa and SigFox are 
exposed to potential bruteforcing; 
master key change cannot be done 
remotely

• LoRaWAN uses a 4 byte Message Integrity Code (MIC) to protect 
against malicious actors forging packets

• MIC is calculated over the whole LoRaWAN packet and uses a 128 
AES key (NwkSKey) in CMAC mode

• A cybersecurity attacker could forge any packet by bruteforcing the 
MIC until the correct MIC has been found

• To protect against replay attacks, SigFox uses a 12-bit Sequence 
Number (SN) that is transmitted with every uplink frame and pro-
tected by Message Authentication Code

• For uplink messages, a 12-bit SN only allows for 212= 4096 unique 
messages before overflowing back to 0. 

• The fact that SigFox NAK key does not change during the device 
lifetime, SigFox is highly exposed to replay threats

Traffic interference 
threats

Encryption keys 
threats

Physical security 
threats

Jamming 
threats

More specific for LoRa and SigFox

Non-cellular IoT –Unlicensed spectrum

16 bits
encryption key (128 bytes)

32 bits
encryption key (256 bytes)

Cellular IoT –Licensed spectrum

LoRa specific threat: Packet forging threat 

LPWAN cybersecurity threats – For cellular 
and non-cellular

• Taking advantage of a gateway’s ability to simultaneously demodu-
late data received on multiple channels at once, bruteforcing can be 
parallelized by sending on multiple channels and different spreading 
factors and multiple gateways simultaneously

• Bruteforcing can take up to 10 days, leaving LoRa transmissions with 
huge cybersecurity risks

• Maximum number of allowed UL messages for the most expensive 
SigFox subscription (Platinum) is 140 per day, so sending that amount 
of messages, SN can reset in 30 days

• A SigFox node can transmit messages well above this limit and still 
be accepted by the SigFox Backend, decreasing the amount of time 
it would take to reset the SN. After the reset, the attacker can replay 
any of the previous 4096 packets indefinitely and hence, infiltrate the 
security of the system

SigFox specific threat: Replay attack

* Source: Research paper. “Security issues in internet of things: Vulnerability analysis of LoRaWAN, SigFox and NB-IoT”.
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Illustration B6: LoRa and SigFox cybersecurity challenges. (Summary of IoT attacks and suggested solutions)*

1. A denial of service attack (DOS) * Source: Science and information organization (SAI).

Illustration B5: LoRa vs SigFox security keys vulnerabilities comparison

LoRaWAN 1.0:

LoRa devices are assigned unique and random AppKey for encryption.
Attackers can attempt to crack the AppKey by brute-force attacks.
Cracking an AppKey requires a pair of messages, which can be any of the 
following combinations:

A JoinRequest Message and a JoinAccept Message or 2 JoinRe-

quest/JoinAccept Message.

A JoinAccept Message and a Data Message.

Data Packets.

Besides the possibility of cracking the AppKey, for many implementa-
tions, the same keys are used for a group of devices.
This allows an attacker to control, spoof, or perform a DoS1 to many de-
vices,or even to a whole LoRaWAN network, by cracking or guessing the 
key for a single device.
Keys from open source repositories or keys provided by vendors are 
often not replaced at deployment; keys for some devices cannot be 
changed. If a key is compromised, the device cannot be protected by 
changing its key, and remains vulnerable.

LoRaWAN 1.1:

Although the security of the LoRaWAN protocol was improved in version 
1.1, and one more root key (NwkKey) was added, it is possible to crack this 
new key using similar techniques to those used to find the AppKey in 
previous versions. If attackers manage to crack this key, at a minimum, a 
DoS could be performed against the LoRaWAN network.
While it is a little bit more difficult to crack the AppKey in this version, 
it is still possible.

SigFox devices predominantly operate in offline mode. When SigFox 
needs to transmit or receive data from the internet, SigFox device will 
broadcast a radio message.

The message is received by the base stations and is then transmitted to 
SigFox core network, which before being delivered to IoT applications. 
SigFox network architecture provides an air gap and it is not possible to 
access an end-point through the internet maliciously.

With SigFox, each device is given a unique symmetrical authentication 
key during manufacturing. If one of the devices is compromised, it can 
only make a limited impact on the network.

A cryptographic token is computed using this authentication key for 
each sending or receiving message. This token is used for authentication 
of sender and integrity of message.

In order to detect the replay attempts SigFox core network uses a se-
quence counter contained in each SigFox message. Since SigFox device 
are not IP addressable there is no over the air activation (OTA) mecha-
nism, eventually reducing the possibility of attacks.

In SigFox message a user can choose whether or not to encrypt the mes-
sage using the encryption solutions provided by SigFox. The users are 
also allowed to use their own encryption methods if necessary.

LoRa faces significant vulnerabilities related 
to security keys management…

… while SigFox, by using specific encryption 
management, could reduce security keys risks
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Illustration B7: Categories of key cybersecurity vulnerabilities of LoRa and SigFox*.

Illustration B8: Other categories of cybersecurity threats relevant for LoRa and SigFox*.

Vulnerability Description LoRa SigFox Potential Mitigation

Tra�c interference 
threats

Since there is a finite number of possible data structures, and given the 
small size of the payload in unlicensed LP-WAN, cybersecurity attacks 
can analyze the bytes transmission and interfere messages

Ensure both confidentiality and integrity 
of data. To maintain data confidentiality, 
symmetric encryption can be applied. 

Encryption keys 
threats

Given the size of the security keys and their crypto period, and more 
importantly, how the encryption is being implements in each 
technology. LoRa and SigFox are prone to have encryption keys 
cracked

Limited mitigation possible:
Update master key periodically

Replay attack 
threats

Attacker could replay Sequence Number (SN) code – specifically used 
by SigFox – indefinitely and hence infiltrate the system

Limited mitigation possible
Use di�erent encryption; The users are 
also allowed to use their own encryption 
methods if necessary, di�erent than 
SigFoxprovided solutions

Packet forging 
threats

Attacker could forge any packet by bruteforcing the MIC –LoRa specific 
code to protect against malicious actors forging packets -
until the correct MIC has been found

Limited mitigation possible
Packet forging was improved with new 
LoRaWAN release 1.1. but still possible

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Firmware/software 
threats

Any network involving IoT devices includes a variety of overlapping 
software systems and applications. Every one of those systems has its 
own features and vulnerabilities that could potentially be exploited.

Keeping compatible software up to date 
and continuously releasing patches and 
updates

Jamming 
threats

While SigFox (100Hz), & LoRa (125KHz) operate with relatively narrow 
bandwidth and present anti-jamming properties, jamming threats are 
always likely if done on high power and next to the end node

Jamming threats are usually easy to 
detect by network administrator to take 
action: Frequency hopping, signal 
tightening١

Physical security 
threats

Cybersecurity attacker can get access to a node, a gateway, or a server, 
and if strong hardware security policies are not used, the whole IoT 
device or even the network must can be compromised

Ensuring the device has device tags 
removed and factory defaults changed 
will reduce physical compromise

Vulnerability Description LoRa SigFox Potential Mitigation

* Source: Research Paper: “Security issues in internet of things: Vulnerability analysis of LoRaWAN, SigFox and NB-IoT”.
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C. Cost Analysis

Illustration C2: IoT cost deployment summary*. 

SigFox 
deployment

LoRa 
deployment

LTE-IoT
Greenfield

LTE-IoT
Upgrade from 4G

 Total cost of
 deployment
over 10 years

Estimation for a region 
of the size of "Paris-IDF" 1

1 2 3 4

 ~$6M

~$1M

~$16M

~$10M

 ~$3M

~$40M

 ~$173M

 ~$6M

~$233M

 ~$31M

 ~$5M

~$81M
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Illustration C1: Four scenarios considered for IoT deployment by network operators.

1 2 3 4

SigFox 
deployment

LoRa 
deployment

LTE-IoT
Greenfield

LTE-IoT
Upgrade from 4G

Deployment of SigFox 
core network, including 

new sites with base 
stations equipment, etc.

Deployment of LoRa 
core network, including 

new sites with base 
stations equipment, etc.

Building IoT network, 
not following previous 

4G network work

Upgrade of existing 4G 
LTE network to support 
cellular IoT, e.g. NB-IoT 

and LTE-M

1. Paris region

* Source: MNO websites, Actlity, SigFox, LoRa alliance, and KTH Royal Institute of Technology.
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Illustration C4: IoT cost of deployment: OPEX calculation details*. 

SigFox 
deployment

LoRa 
deployment

LTE-IoT
Upgrade from 4G

LTE-IoT
Greenfield

~$1,000 /BS ~$1,000 /BS ~$1,000 /BS ~$500 /BSElectricity costs/BS

~$100 /BS ~$100 /BS ~$100 /BSTransmission costs/BS

~$300,000 ~$600,000 ~$1,500,000 Annual O&M/yr

Number of base stations

~ $500,000 ~$800,000 ~$2,300,000 Network mgmt.& storage/yr

P
er

 B
S

~$1MTOTAL OPEX/yr - $M ~$3M ~$6M ~$5M

~$100 /BS

350 1000 2000 2000

~$1,500,000 

~$2,300,000 

Estimation for a region of 
the size of "Paris-IDF"

Illustration C3: IoT cost of deployment: CAPEX calculation details*. 

SigFox 
deployment

LoRa 
deployment

LTE-IoT
Upgrade from 4G

LTE-IoT
Greenfield

~$4,000/BS ~$3,100 /BS ~$55,000 /BS ~$5,000 /BSHardware & RAN equipment/BS

~$2,000 /BS ~$1,000 /BS ~$10,000 /BS ~$10,000 /BSSoftware and config./BS

~$10,000 /BS ~2,000 /BS ~$20,000 /BS $-New sites/BS

350 1000 2000 2000Number of base stations

~$6MTOTAL CAPEX - $M ~$10M ~$173M ~$31M

~$300,000   ~$300,000 ~ $1,800,000 ~$900,000 Core network cost

~$500/BS ~$4,000 /BS ~$500 /BS $-Transmission equipment/BSP
er

 b
as

e 
st

at
io

n
Estimation for a region of 

the size of "Paris-IDF"

* Source: MNO websites, Actlity, SigFox, LoRa alliance, and KTH Royal Institute of Technology.
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Illustration C5: Total cost of ownership CAPEX calculation methodology.

Illustration C6: Total cost of ownership OPEX calculation methodology.

Parameter AssumptionDescription
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Things unit price Price of compatible connected 
things specific to each LPWAN 
technology

Average price from 
global suppliers

Number of 
connected things

Number of sensors detecting change 
and communicating with core 
network 

Use-case with ١M 
connected things

Activation 
costs

One-time activation costs for new 
connected things to communicate 
with core network provider

Average module 
activation costs per 
technology from global 
benchmarks

Number of 
connected things

Number of sensors detecting change 
and communicating with core 
network 

Use-case with ١M 
connected things

System integration 
and other 

equipment 

One-time service fees for physical 
installation, software configuration, 
other IoT equipment and system 
integration

Average flat rates 
charged by service 
providers for installation 
and integration

Sy
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Overall CAPEX costs needed to set-up IoT solutionTotal CAPEX costs 

Number of 
connected things

Number of sensors detecting change 
and communicating with core 
network 

Use-case with 1M 
connected things

Connectivity costs 
per thing

Annual costs for IoT connectivity, 
allowing connection of things to 
network

Average connectivity 
costs from global 
prepaid plans

General 
maintenance

Scheduled and ad-hoc annual MRO 
costs

Assumed as 10% of total 
CAPEX costs

Cybersecurity
costs

Annual spends on IoT cybersecurity, 
ensuring security and integrity of 
system

Proportional to IT and 
integration costs as per 
global best practice

IoT platform 
and analytics

Cloud subscription and IoT platform 
for storage and analytics costs, e.g. 
Microsoft Azure, AWS

Average pre-paid plans 
of platform providers 
relative to each 
technology

Overall annual operational costs needed to set - up solution 
from end-user perspective

Total OPEX
costs 

Miscellaneous & 
admin

Miscellaneous costs including  
administrative costs and team 
salaries

Salaries and tools for 
team of 15FTE
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Illustration C7: Total cost of ownership summary.

Illustration C8: Total cost of ownership CAPEX calculation details.

Illustration C9: Total cost of ownership OPEX calculation details.

 TCO over
10 years

Estimation for use-case 
with 1M things

~$84M

~$23M

~$314M

~$85M 

~$38M

~$465M

~$97M

~$49M

~$587M

~$105M

~$70M

~$805M
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Things unit price1

System integration and other 
equipment 

1M 1M 1M 1MNumber of connected things

~$84MTOTAL CAPEX - $M ~$85M ~$97M ~$105M

Activation costs2 /thingP
er

 th
in

g

Estimation for use-case 
with 1M things

~$4/thing ~$5/thing ~$12/thing ~$20/thing

~$5/thing ~$5/thing ~$10/thing ~$10/thing

~$75,000,000 ~$75,000,000 ~$75,000,000 ~$75,000,000

~$23MTOTAL OPEX/yr - $M ~$38M ~$49M ~$70M

Estimation for use-case 
with 1M things

Connectivity prices3

Annual IoT platform cost4

1M 1M 1M 1MNumber of connected things

~$5,000,000 ~15,000,000 ~$20,000,000 ~$25,000,000

Cybersecurity costs ~$1,000,000 ~$1,000,000 ~$1,000,000 ~$1,000,000

Miscellaneous & admin ~$3,200,000 ~$3,200,000 ~$3,200,000 ~$3,200,000

~$5/thing ~$10/thing ~$15/thing ~$30/thing

General maintenance5 ~$8,400,000 ~$8,500,000 ~$9,700,000 ~$10,500,000

1. Higher boundary of prices considered; 2. Average activations observed in benchmarks and international operators.

3. Average value considered; 4. Calculated on average as per maximum capacity of devices per IoT hub (for Microsoft 
Azure with S3 plan); 5. Estimated as 10% of total CAPEX.
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5

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Term Description

Internet of 
Things (IoT)

The network of physical objects that contain embedded technology to communi-
cate and sense or interact with their internal states or the external environment

IoT interopera-
bility

The ability of different IoT systems (e.g. devices, applications) to communicate, in-
teract, and share data with each other in order to achieve seamless interaction

IoT use case

A conceptual framework that provides a view of business value that is created 
when a set of IoT technologies come together and cut across industry vertical(s) 
(e.g. Smart metering, ATM remote tracking, Construction machinery management, 
Remote Health Monitoring)

Licensed bands
Frequency bands assigned exclusively to a licensee, for instance, a specific mobile 
operator. To operate in these bands, operators will need spectrum license from 
national regulator e.g. CITC

Unlicensed 
bands

Usually refer to the frequency bands not requiring a spectrum license from national 
regulator. 

Guard band
A narrow frequency range that separates two ranges of wider frequency. This en-
sures that simultaneously used communication channels do not experience inter-
ference, which would result in decreased quality for both transmissions.

Cellular IoT IoT technologies deployed on frequency bands that are part of the licensed spec-
trum and are usually standardized by 3GPP e.g. LTE-M, NB-IoT

IoT in unlicensed 
spectrum

IoT technologies deployed on unlicensed bands (or outside unlicensed spectrum) 
e.g. SigFox, LoRA

Standardized 
IoT technologies

IoT technologies following open set of established technical norms and require-
ments developed by SDO (standards development organization) or by industry 
consortium, e.g. LoRa technology standards developed by LoRa Alliance, NB-IoT & 
LTE-M technology standards developed by 3GPP

OPEX An operating expense, commonly referred to as OPEX, is an expense a business 
incurs through its normal business operations

CAPEX
Capital expenditures, commonly known as CAPEX, are funds used by a company to 
acquire, upgrade, and maintain physical assets such as property, buildings, an indus-
trial plant, technology, or equipment

LPWAN Low Power Wireless Area Network

LoRa (Long Range) is a low-power wide-area network (LPWAN) protocol developed by 
Semtech

SigFox A French global network operator founded in 2010 and builds wireless networks to 
connect low-power objects

Rx Receiver in telecom applications

Half-duplex A half-duplex system provides communication in both directions, with one direc-
tion being used at a time

PSM Power Save Mode is an optimization feature to save power in low-power devices

eDRx Extended Discontinuous Reception feature enables IoT devices to reduce power 
consumption through activating low power sleep mode 

5. Glossary of Terms
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